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We humans spend a lot of time fretting over our own, and one another’s, weight, going to
drastic measures to prevent or fight obesity, but what about our beloved pets? Believe it or not,
animals suffer greatly as a result of obesity too. Not only does it drastically impact their general
health, it also reduces their overall quality of life, often interfering with daily activities and their
enjoyment of things like walking and playing ball. It is difficult to deny our furry companions of
the food they constantly beg for, and seeing the delight on their faces when they are given treats
and scraps from lunch or dinner is one of the greatest things about having a pet. But doing this
regularly is doing more harm than good.
Obesity is a term simply meaning excess fat tissue in the body. Although people may think of fat
as relatively harmless or somewhat inconvenient, it is anything but. The fat in an animal’s body is
made up of many tiny cells. These cells make various hormones, like insulin, and secrete these
hormones directly into the bloodstream.
In an animal with low body fat, the amount of additional hormones produced by fat cells is small
because there aren’t many fat cells. However, in animals with higher body fat and more fat cells,
a greater amount of additional hormones is secreted into the bloodstream, negatively affecting
the body. Obesity leads to a variety of diseases including: Type 2 diabetes mellitus, high blood
pressure, gallstones, fatty liver disease, sleep apnea, heart failure, degenerative joint disease,
asthma, and cancer.
The good news? Over weight pets can return to a healthy weight with the help of a veterinarian
and some diet changes at home. It may seem difficult but know that you are not alone. We feed
our pets, rarely do they fend for them selves. As owners, we want our pets to live long, happy
and healthy lives. Reversing the weight gain starts at home. Talk to your veterinarian today for
ideas and adjustments that can be made at home.

Did You Know? Our Techs Speak
Weight Loss Tips for Pets
-Megan Patschke

Jasper Krafcik
Would you like to see your pet featured?
Email a picture to
quailhollowlodging@outlook.com

Most of us, at some point in time have had issues with our weight, or known someone who has.
We always worry about the repercussions of being a bit heavy – to our overall health and the
way we feel now and will in the future. Sometimes we may wish we had someone that decided
for us what we should eat or someone who forced us to go to the gym. The good thing for your
pets is they have this assistance already! You! Their owner! Obesity in pets is a growing problem
and is fast becoming one of the most important parts of keeping your pet healthy. Obesity can
lead to arthritis, diabetes, respiratory issues, liver issues, and a shorter lifespan. There are many
ways you can help your furry friend shed the pounds.
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Our Holiday
Boarding
schedule has
already begun to
book up. Space
is limited.
Please call to
schedule your
reservation
today!

Food…glorious food. Everybody loves food, and so do our pets. Most of the time, the stuff we like
most, the stuff we hold out for, is the stuff that is not so healthy for us. As owners, we like to
reward and build our relationships with our pets through food. The problem is, most of the time, we
do not make the best decisions when it comes to those treats. Instead of those cold cuts and
cheese, or scraps from our plate (which can also cause problems like pancreatitis) we should make
better choices when it comes to the treats we feed to our pets. Many vegetables make excellent
treats. Some dry and canned foods can even be turned into treats if you don’t mind baking them
up. You can always look at store bought treats and keep the fat content low. There are even
prescription diets that can help with obesity. Some merely offer a lower fat content, while others
actually make your pet feel full after eating a small amount. Most times, we look at a food bag and
follow the guidelines on the back. These can be very misleading. It is best to ask your veterinarian
what food is best and in what amounts. Free feeding (leaving a full bowl out all of the time) is also a
habit that can lead to pets gorging and putting on the pounds. Meal feeding (only offering a certain
amount of food once to three times daily) ensures that your pet gets only a certain amount of food
throughout the day. Changes in feeding and diet is a huge step in controlling your pet’s weight.
Exercise. We dread it. Most times our pets actually enjoy it. Not only is it good for physical health
but benefits mental health as well. Many dog breeds actually require certain levels of activity and
exercise. Cats do love to lay around all day, but it would be difficult to meet one that ignores a
laser light or a toy on a wand or string. Physical exercise keeps the body moving, burns the calories,
and keeps the mind alert and happy. At pet stores, or online, you can find puzzle toys or balls. These
amazing toys actually allow you to use food inside the treat. Your pet usually must interact with the
toy somehow to make food fall out of it. In these toys, avoid adding treats or more food to the
daily allotment. Instead take food from the existing meals or treat allotment and use it for the toy.
In the wild, animals use up energy by having to hunt for or chase food. These toys help mimic that
behavior and help our pets lose weight while eating. And they will have fun doing it!
One other thing that can lead to obesity is your pet themselves. Your pet could have a medical
condition that causes weight gain, or even weight loss. If you see changes in your pet’s weight, even
if you are trying to meet a weight loss goal, keep constant communication with your vet. Your vet
may recommend bloodwork to ensure that weight gain is only due to food intake and inactivity, and
not a medical condition that needs to be treated. If you want to place your pet on a diet and
exercise plan, it is best to get advice from your veterinarian. Together, you can set goals and make a
plan to help your pet lose weight in a healthy manner.
Your pet trusts you to take care of them. That does not always mean we need to shower them with
food. They know you love them, even without all the extra food, so lets work at keeping our pets at
a healthy weight so they can be with us as long as possible.
PetObesityPrevention.org is a website that offers further education and tools to help you plan a
weight loss and exercise regimen for your furry family member. Remember that your veterinarian
can also help with questions and plans. Please do not hesitate to call us if you need any advice!
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Pet Costume Photos
Last year we had a great number of pets come in during their appointments dressed to impress with their Halloween costumes
on. We would love more participation this Halloween. If your pet comes in dressed in their Halloween attire, you will receive $5
critter cash on your QHAH account! This year we would like to extend this critter cash gift to our Facebook savvy clients as well.
Post your pet in costume with their first and last name to our Facebook wall and tag Quail Hollow Animal Hospital in the post
and your pet will also receive a $5 Critter Cash on your account. Keep in mind, if your Facebook account is not the name we
have on file at our hospital it maybe difficult to locate your account to give credit. Limit one credit per pet please.

Cold Laser Success Story
Treated by: Dr. Noel Berger with the help of our Technician Kelly Paduani
“Jack” Rogers is a young male neutered cat who had severe burns over the back half of his body. He was seen at Blue Pearl in
Tampa on May 28, 2017 after he was rescued from a house fire. The owners had just adopted Jack 2 weeks before the incident
and he was assimilated into the home quickly and was accepted by the other two house cats. Unfortunately for the family, the
other two cats died in fire that had completely destroyed their home. Jack is the only survivor of the fire and no humans were
injured in the blaze as the owners were hard at work during the day this occurred.
Jack was seen here for the first time on June 07, 2017 and it was clear he would need a lot of help. The owners did not want to
give up on him and asked us for care. We assessed him by complete physical exam and his blood work was normal. He was
febrile and sustained burns on his feet, his abdomen, his thighs, his entire tail and his whiskers and ears were singed off.
The next day we anesthetized Jack and began debriding (cleaning) his injuries. There was a tough and hard necrotic (dead)
covering of skin protecting the exposed flesh beneath. The dead tissue was cleaned and trimmed away and we began his Cold
Laser Therapy treatment. He was also given a Convenia injection and Buprenorphine for his pain. We also placed bandages on
his feet with Silver Sulfadiazine cream.
After the weekend, we reassessed Jack and noticed his skin had a lot more dead tissue on him so we began to clean him up. We
also removed his foot bandages and placed Jack in a nice warm salt bath for approximately 5 minutes which he found very
soothing and relaxing. After his bath we continued with his Cold Laser Therapy. This then became a weekly procedure for him, so
for 2 – 3 times a week we would give him a warm salt bath and then finish with his laser therapy.
The Cold Laser Therapy was about 5 minutes long for 2 months and then for the last month it was only 2 minutes since his skin
was healing very well and quickly. Jack seemed to love the Cold Laser Therapy and since the laser has a soothing, warm and
relaxing feel to it, we were able to care for Jack while he was just sitting on the table. He received the laser therapy from June
08, 2017 through September 01, 2017 and his skin has healed so well that you can hardly tell what Jack has been through!

Last Seen on 9/1/17

First Seen on 6/12/17

Now that Jack is finished with his laser therapy and his skin is all healed up he can finally go back to being a normal cat with his
loving family!
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Why are Vet Techs important to you?

Buy 3 doses, get 1
dose FREE

Buy 6 doses, Get
a $15 mail in
rebate and 1 dose
FREE
Buy 12 doses, Get
a $50 mail in
rebate and 2
doses FREE

Veterinary technicians are essential not only to the veterinary hospital but to
the veterinarians with which they work. Technicians are extremely knowledgeable. They have learned anatomy and physiology and about many of the
diseases that affect the animals for which they provide care. They are able to help veterinarians
educate clients on everything from preventative medicine to post-surgical care. Technicians have
also acquired knowledge in many physical skills that they utilize every day in the hospital, such as
drawing blood, running a variety of laboratory tests, placing intravenous catheters, taking
radiographs, helping to monitor patients under anesthesia, as well as assisting patients during
recovery after surgery, just to name a few. Technicians are the right hand of the veterinarian.
They assist us in collecting histories, vitals, and laboratory samples on our patients. Alongside
veterinarians, they provide preventative care for patients in the form of vaccinations and monthly
preventatives. Technicians are not only dedicated hard workers but they do their jobs with great
compassion. Only with the help of technicians are the veterinary hospital and its veterinarians
able to provide the highest standard of care to their patients and clients.
The following is a description of veterinary technicians that I stumbled across a few years ago. I
believe it is a very accurate description of the life and qualities of a Veterinary Technician.
Happy National Veterinary Technician Week!!!

Buy 2 doses, get a
$15 mail-in rebate
Buy 4 doses, get a
$35 mail-in rebate

Buy 12 doses of
Heartgard AND 12
doses of Nexgard get a
$50 mail-in rebate

I AM an anesthesiologist, a radiography technician, a maid, a surgery assistant, a loving hand, a
pharmacist, a teacher, a shoulder to cry on, friend to cry with, a sucker for a furry face, a face to
lick,......... a midwife, a dental hygienist, a vet’s best friend, a pet’s best friend, a babysitter, a
physical therapist, a mother, a playmate, a chew toy, a protector, a cleaner. I CAN make the pain
go away, save a life, see what’s wrong, clean anything, ease a mind, fill a drug order, show the
right way, end suffering, give kisses, get kisses, clean teeth, & bring someone to do the right
thing. I HAVE a strong stomach, endured countless scars, scratches, and bites, cried with a
stranger, cried into the fur of too many lifeless bodies, a big heart, a thoughtful mind, the
strength to do the right thing even when it hurts, the ability to fall in love in 5 seconds, and the
deepest love for all creatures. I AM A VET NURSE & proud of it!
-Anonymous

If you have a question you would like to ask the doctor, please email quailhollowlodging@outlook.com
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